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Abstract
We propose new Degroot-type social learning models with noisy feedback in continuous time. Unlike the
standard Degroot framework, noisy information frameworks destroy consensus formation. On the other
hand, noisy opinion dynamics converge to the equilibrium distribution that encapsulates correlations
among agents’ opinions. Interestingly, such an equilibrium distribution is also a non-equilibrium steady
state (NESS) with a non-zero probabilistic current loop. Thus, noisy information source leads to a NESS
at long times that encodes persistent correlated opinion dynamics of learning agents. Our model provides
a simple realization of NESS in the context of social learning. Other phenomena such as synchronization
of opinions when agents are subject to a common noise are also studied.
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1. Introduction
A central quest in the field of opinion dynamics is to understand how opinion exchange among
individuals in a social network can give rise to emergent social phenomena such as consensus formation,
polarization, and fragmentation of opinions. Due to advances in information technology and accessibility
to massive social data, empirical studies of opinion dynamics have received increasing attention and
provide insights into developing quantitative models of opinion dynamics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Even before
the social media age, many theoretical models had been proposed to explain social phenomena. Among
the most studied ones are the Voter model [8, 9] and its variants [10, 11], which describe dynamics
of discrete opinions in a population, such as electoral votes for political parties, through the lens of
interacting particle systems [12]. Although these models are highly idealized, tools from discrete classical
spin models in statistical mechanics can be employed to elucidate that consensus formation is a collective
phenomenon, similar to how a magnetic ordered phase can emerge from microscopic interactions among
discrete-valued spins in magnetic systems [10, 13]. Despite a clear connection to discrete-spin systems,
Ising-like models of opinion dynamics are not appropriate when opinions are real valued and continuous,
especially in financial markets. There, information is also exchanged simultaneously, not just pairwise.
In this work, we will focus on a class of models that concern the dynamics of continuous opinions,
such as traders’ beliefs on a stock value. The Econophysics literature tackles slightly different aspects
of financial markets [14, 15]; here, we will not deal with limit order books which is a central theme
in Econophysics [16]. Instead, we will focus on how the beliefs of traders arise through microscopic
interaction and learning. Stanley et. al [17] summarized the need to incorporate microscopic interactions
to understand macroscopic behaviours in Econophysics. Our work follows this theme, investigating how
microscopic interaction and learning give rise to collective phenomena in financial markets.
One of the paradigmatic continuous opinion models that incorporate interaction is DeGroot’s repeated
linear updating model [18], see also the survey in [19]. In Degroot’s model of continuous opinion dynamics,
each agent i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} holds a real-valued opinion Xit ∈ [0, 1] or in some compact domain. At each
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time step t, agents simultaneously update their opinions by taking the weight average of others’ opinions:
Xit+1 =
n∑
j=1
AijX
j
t , (1)
where Aij is a right stochastic matrix with non-negative entries. Its rows sum to one
∑n
j=1Aij = 1.
An entry Aij shall be interpreted as an influence of agent j’s opinion on agent i, or the degree of trust
that agent i has on agent j’s opinion. This mathematical setup is equivalent to a Markov chain defined
on a directed graph, where a non-zero entry of the influence matrix Aij > 0 specifies a directed edge
from node j to node i. Depending on the social graph structure encoded in the influence matrix Aij ,
different dynamical scenarios could arise [18, 20, 21, 22, 23]. For instance, in a strongly connected social
network (A is irreducible), convergence to a consensus is guaranteed (i.e., there exists X∗ such that
limt→∞Xit = X
∗ for every agent i) if and only if the network is aperiodic [21]. Generalizations of
DeGroot’s model that account for a social assumption of bounded confidence, where only agents with
nearby opinions interact, can also lead to consensus formation [10]. Bounded-confidence models such
as Deffuant model [24] and Hegselmann-Krause model [25, 26] also exhibit polarization (formation of
two opinion clusters are formed), fragmentation of opinions (formation of many opinion clusters), and
possess rich dynamical behaviours due to their non-linear update rules [10].
In many realistic situations, experimental studies reveal that individuals tend to adopt Degroot-
like learning [27, 28]. Although Bayesian learning models with priors are alternatives to describing
learning rules, the computation is more cumbersome as the agents need to keep track of both their prior
distributions and update their posteriors. For simplicity, we will study opinion dynamics that arise from
DeGroot-type update, with the focus on the role of noise inherent in the information source on the
opinion dynamics of the entire populations. Note that noisy opinion dynamics models are also getting
increasing attention in the control and engineering literature [29].
Our Contribution. Using tools from Itoˆ calculus, we introduce a noisy information source into Degroot-
type opinion dynamics models. We show that although noisy information source destroys consensus
formation, the dynamics eventually converge to the equilibrium (stationary) distribution which encap-
sulates correlations among agents’ opinions at long times. The main finding is that such equilibrium
distribution is also a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS). We study the concept of NESS numerically
and analytically in the scenario of two learning agents subjected to a common noise source. To our
knowledge, this is the first realization of NESS in a simple noisy social learning model. We also report
an interesting phenomenon of opinion synchronization when agents are subject to a common noise, and
sketch the criterion for opinion synchronization at long times.
2. Organization of the Paper
In order to utilize the tools from stochastic processes to analyse noisy social learning, we first con-
vert Degroot-type learning dynamics from discrete-time to continuous-time, and discuss the consensus
formation criterion in section 3. An explicit method is demonstrated that makes use of the link between
discrete-time and continuous-time Markov chains.
Noisy dynamics are introduced in section 4. White noise is added and the Itoˆ interpretation is taken.
In section 5, we study the Fokker-Planck equation and how it converges to an asymptotic measure
following techniques from [30]. While existing methods are known to answer this question, the method
we show presents an alternative argument.
Section 6 discusses a combination of diverse ideas and tools. If the number of agents is different
from the number of Brownian drivers then there is no guarantee that the resulting transition density
of the Fokker-Planck equation is regular. The notion of a Kalman controllability matrix is introduced.
Control theory make the analysis easier. With just one source of uncertainty, the system can still have a
proper probability density in Rn depending on how agents learn. Interestingly, with one common noise
source, we demonstrate that some of the agents’ opinions can synchronize, and the correlated opinion
dynamics live in a lower dimensional linear embedding of dimension k < n. We attempt to establish the
condition for dimensionality reduction using tools from Control theory. Finally, we study the formation
of non-equilibrium steady states (broken detailed balance). For the case of only two agents, an analytical
formula is known for the long-time limit distribution, and section 7 expands on a concrete example.
2
3. Consensus Formation in Degroot-like Learning with Feedback
We first introduce motivations for the deterministic model and review results on consensus formation
in this section. How do individuals learn when observing others in financial markets? Canonical models
suggest simple rules: agents update their own beliefs after observing others. When interacting and
learning, players act simultaneously or take turns. Previous models treat learning and interaction to be
the same process. But more realistically, we treat these two concepts independently, as we now discuss.
3.1. Learning in Markets
Market prices are the result of interaction among agents. We are interested in learning and interacting
models for traders in financial settings. If prices already reflect all available information, then there is no
incentive for participants to interact and learn from each other. But the markets are not static and thus
individuals are always willing to acquire new information and learn from their environments. Models in
mathematical finance postulate a model for a market price such as Geometric Brownian Motion. But
this is just a model of the world. Market prices arise because individuals interact and learn from the
world.
Given the fragmented nature of markets, it is never the case that one price incorporates all available
information. Individuals have dispersed beliefs around a central equilibrium value, hence the existence
of trading. People will have different opinions on an asset’s value or financial instrument’s price. Until
full revelation or maturity of the instrument 1, live markets allow individuals to posit different prices
and beliefs. Learning through communication is a reflection of reality. Today’s markets are not only
electronic but also very tightly linked globally. Updating of one’s beliefs of an asset’s price occurs not
in isolation but in the presence of several competing trading platforms and market intermediaries. One
trader’s actions or price updates are observed by others.
3.2. Learning versus Interaction: Belief Update
Interaction in our model has a specific meaning. It means how individuals observe actions or beliefs
of others and update their own opinions. This is the physical process. Interaction can be represented as
an approximation to reality. Networks or matrices represent this in compact form based on the network
topology.
Learning in our case is separate from interaction. The learning part encodes how skillful each agent is
in ascertaining the quality of feedback. Our model, which is based on Ref. [31], accounts for an external
feedback, where σ¯ is the proposed truth. It influences the opinions of an entire population that can
converge to σ¯ under appropriate conditions of the interaction matrix A in (1). Another interpretation
of σ¯ is that agents in one market also observe prices being quoted in another location. For example,
stocks are not solely traded on NASDAQ or NYSE. So while the main market may be one of the two,
trading activity can be any other trading platform and geographic location. Sometimes the best price to
buy/sell is not through the major trading platform but an alternative venue. Fragmentation of markets,
even exchange based ones, is real and increasing [32].
Let us setup the model in more detail. Let A be a row-stochastic matrix, σ¯ be the equilibrium value
times the column vector (1, 1, . . . , 1), and E ≡ diag(ε1, ε2, . . . , εn) be the diagonal matrix of learning rates
that are non-negative; we first recall the discrete-time update from [31]; for the opinion vector Xt ∈ Rn,
the dynamics are
Xt+1 = AXt︸︷︷︸
interaction
+ E(σ¯ −Xt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
learning
.
The learning rates represent each agent’s unique ability. Vaidya et al. [31] established exponentially fast
convergence to σ¯ for the above model in discrete time under appropriate criterion on A. What about
the large-time limit in a continuous-time model? To study this limit, we need to go from discrete-time
dynamics to the continuous-time. Let us rewrite the above equation to account for the fact that time is
not moving forward in unit steps but in units of dt and subtract Xt from both sides. The learning rates
are now also with respect to time increment dt. Let us denote σ¯ = σ¯
1...
1
 for brevity. Then, subtracting
1Bonds and Derivatives have finite lives, that is they mature.
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both sides of Xt+dt = AXt + Edt(σ¯ −Xt) by Xt and dividing by dt, we obtain
Xt+dt −Xt
dt
=
(A− I)
dt
Xt + E(σ¯ −Xt). (2)
From continuous time Markov chain theory, we know that
lim
dt→0
(A− I)
dt
= Q
is an infinitesimal generator matrix whose rows sum to zero. Although Q can be infinite for an infinite
number of states, we restrict attention to the finite case. By taking the limit dt → 0 of (2), we obtain
the continuous time model
X˙t = QXt + E(σ¯ −Xt). (3)
Definition 1. [33] The properties of a valid Q on a finite or countable set I are for all i, j ∈ I:
1. Non-positive diagonals Qii ≤ 0,
2. Non-negative off-diagonals Qij ≥ 0 for i 6= j,
3. Zero row sum Qii = −
∑
j 6=iQij or
∑
j Qij = 0.
Definition 1 requires a bit more explanation. In discrete time, the agent was averaging her opinion
with respect to everyone else, including her own through weights matrix A. Once we pass to continuous
time, the interpretation is slightly different.
Example 2. Consider E = 0, so there is no learning or feedback and examine agent i’s dynamics are
given by ODE
X˙it =
n∑
j=1
QijX
j
t =
n∑
j 6=i
Qij(X
j
t −Xit).
It is easy to see that by property 3 of definition 1, agent i is responding infinitesimally (with respect
to time) her opinion in response to how far off she is from the other agents with weight Qij.
Now if E 6= 0, then this additional term in the dynamics reflects an adjustment to the common news
source. Armed with this knowledge of Q, we proceed to state the fairly simple result.
Proposition 3. Suppose the continuous time dynamics are
X˙t = QXt + E(σ¯ −Xt), (4)
where Xt ∈ Rn, the generator matrix Q has full rank, E > 0, and the dot represents time derivative.
Then agents in the system eventually reach the consensus
lim
t→∞Xt = σ¯.
Proof. By rearranging (4) as X˙t = (Q− E)Xt + E σ¯ and introducing B , Q− E , the solution Xt can be
obtained by directly solving the ODEs using integrating factor as
Xt = X0e
Bt +
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)E σ¯ds.
In order for the time evolution to remain finite, we need lim
t→∞X0e
Bt = 0. In fact, for strictly positive
learning rates E > 0, all eigenvalues of B are ensured to have a negative real part, and thus lim
t→∞X0e
Bt =
0. This follows directly from Gershgorin’s circle theorem on eigenvalues. No connectedness assumption
is made on A or its generator matrix Q; the underlying embedded graph could be entirely disconnected.
Agents can be totally disconnected in a graphical sense or can learn and interact from each other and
be strongly connected. Provided agents are learning, we will have lim
t→∞X0e
Bt = 0.
Now consider the second term in the solution. Substituting y = t − s and dy = −ds and making a
change of variables yields
4
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)E σ¯ds =
∫ t
0
eBydy E σ¯.
As E σ¯ is a constant it comes out of the integration. And as we assumed that B has full rank and so
invertible, therefore ∫ t
0
eBydy = B−1(eBt − I).
By taking the limits t → ∞, the right hand side converges to −B−1. The negative (real part of)
eigenvalues of B ensure that eBt converges to zero as t→∞. Finally, we get that
lim
t→∞Xt = −B
−1E σ¯.
In fact, the above limit of Xt is σ¯ = σ¯
1...
1
, where we have slightly abused the notation of σ¯ to stand
for the constant vector or the scalar. Why is the limit σ¯? Consider, expanding out B
−B−1E σ¯ = −(Q− E)−1E σ¯.
Recall that the rows of Q sum to zero, thus
(Q− E)σ¯
1...
1
 = −E σ¯
1...
1
 ,
which implies
σ¯
1...
1
 = −(Q− E)−1E σ¯
1...
1
 .
Or more compactly,
lim
t→∞Xt = −B
−1E σ¯ = σ¯.
Therefore, without noise, our continuous time dynamics converge to the consensus value.
Corollary 4. Suppose the original interaction matrix A is the identity matrix, there is no interaction
between agents and E > 0. Then there is still consensus.
The proof of the corollary is just a special case of the above where Q = 0 as A = I. In this case,
the setting reduces to the one-dimensional version and we still have convergence to consensus. A remark
should be made here. In a later section, we may assume, for simplicity, Q to be symmetric to ensure
convergence to equilibrium. However, in general, Q can be also non-symmetric and a stationary measure
can still exist as long as the real parts of all the eigenvalues of Q are negative.
Example 5. As an illustration consider the matrices
Q =
 −3 3 02 −5 3
0 2 −2
 , E =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , σ¯ =
0.250.25
0.25
 .
Figure 1 illustrates the agents quickly reach the consensus in continuous time. The underlying discrete
time Markov chain for the Q matrix is
A =
 0 1 02
5 0
3
5
0 1 0
 ,
which is irreducible.
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Figure 1: Illustration of consensus formation in continuous-time deterministic opinion dynamics. Three agents start from
different initial beliefs but converge quickly to agreement at σ¯ = 0.25. Agents 1, 2 and 3 have initial beliefs 0.2, 0.35 and 0.14
respectively.
4. Noise and SDE for Opinion Dynamics with Noisy Feedback
As opposed to a static proposed truth σ¯ introduced in the previous section studied in discrete-time
dynamics in [31], in this section we will study the continuous-time dynamics arising from situations in
which the proposed truth is unknown and can be uncertain. We will focus on the simple case where
the noise in the proposed truth is Gaussian, yet show that interesting non-trivial phenomena can arise.
Consider a Gaussian white noise Γt (random vector) uncorrelated in time with mean zero and independent
components, ∀t ≥ 0
E[Γt] = 0,
Cov[Γt] = I.
Adding this noise to σ¯, the stochastic dynamics X˙t = QXt + E(σ¯ + Γt −Xt) can be rewritten as
dXt = (Q− E)Xtdt+ E(σ¯ + Γt)dt.
We will focus on how noise affect consensus formation; hence, we will restrict the analysis in the
parameter space such that its noiseless dynamics converges to the consensus σ¯. Without loss of generality,
we can also set σ¯ = 0. In this case, the stochastic differential equation (SDE) becomes
dXt = (Q− E)Xtdt+ EdWt, (5)
where Wt = Γtdt is an n-dimensional Brownian motion that arises due to a Gaussian white noise in the
proposed truth. Note that, mathematically, the formal time derivative does not exist, but we interpret it
as such in a distributional sense [34]. Also, we will interpret the noise as an Itoˆ rather than a Stratonovich
representation [35, 36], for simplicity in the analysis and for a non-anticipative physical interpretation of
learning framework.
We now briefly discuss the comparison between our stochastic setup and relevant existing literature.
Our derivation of the SDE differs from a complementary approach in [37]. We are emphasizing the
local interactions of opinion dynamics, working from first principles. While the mathematics so far
has been simple, we obtained a multidimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with underlying social
interactions of traders. Early work by Follmer et al. [38, 39] assumed agents fell into three categories
and interaction was not explicitly modelled. Rather, in their model, unlike ours, the process derived was
a univariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck from a discrete series of temporal equilibria as time steps converged to
zero. Nevertheless, using microeconomics showed that even with a limiting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
in a random environment, significant technicalities remain. The resulting one dimensional Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process has random drift and diffusion coefficients. There has been ongoing work in this area
[40, 41, 42]. While agents are heterogeneous, social interaction is not addressed specifically, but analysis
focuses on the setting where the number of traders tends to infinity. For us, we will assume constant drift
and diffusion coefficients. If the matrices Q and E were random or time varying the analysis introduces
an undue amount of technicalities [43].
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4.1. Constant drift and diffusion
The first case to study is when Q and E are constant. The primary interest is when the noise term is
different to all players. The above process can be written (letting B = Q−E and assuming, as mentioned
earlier, the real part of all the eigenvalues are negative to ensure convergence to the equilibrium σ¯ = 0
in the deterministic case) as
dXt = BXtdt+ EdWt, (6)
where E is an n × n diagonal matrix of learning rates and dWt is an n-dimensional Brownian motion.
Actually, this is a linear SDE because the number of independent Brownian drivers is the same as the
number of agents n. We could take an m-dimensional Brownian motion, where m < n. In this case,
the regularity of the asymptotic or transition density of Xt is not guaranteed. So we concentrate on the
simplest case first to analyse the opinion dynamics. Note that Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes are popular
models to study a variety of stochastic phenomena in financial markets and biology [44, 45, 46, 47].
For a solution to exist, assume that the initial condition X0 is independent of the filtration generated
by the process Xt or Wt. The initial condition can be random or given. Let F0 = σ(X0) be the sigma
algebra of X0 and assume that the Brownian motion admissible filtration{Ft}t≥0 is independent of F0. If
X0 is random we assume that E[|X0|2] <∞. An alternative way to say this is that the solution depends
on the initial condition X0. As B and E are constant, the Lipschitz condition and linear growth bound
are trivially satisfied.
The solution of (6) is
Xt = X0e
Bt +
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)EdWs, (7)
and can be verified using simple differentiation, where X0 is some fixed initial condition.
The mean is E(Xt) = eBtX0 and the covariance matrix is
E
[
(Xt − EXt) (Xt − EXt)>
]
. The rules of Itoˆ calculus apply and
E[
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)EdWs] = 0,
because it is an Ito integral with constant coefficients. Itoˆ integrals are Gaussian and this result can be
seen in [34].
Note that that if E[X0] = 0, then E[Xt] = 0 ∀t > 0 and the covariance matrix can be simplified
Cov(Xt) = E[XtX>t ]
= E[(
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)EdWs)(
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)EdWs)>]
(by Itoˆ isometry)
=
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)EE>eB>(t−s)ds.
In any case, limt→∞ E(Xt) = 0. The influence of any fixed non-zero initial condition diminishes because
B is asymptotically stable: its eigenvalues are negative. One thing to note is that we are interested in
the covariance matrix and not the autocorrelation E
[
(Xt − EXt) (Xs − EXs)>
]
for different times s, t.
The covariance matrix of the stochastic process Xt is
Ct ,
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)EE>eB>(t−s)ds =
∫ t
0
eByEE>eB>ydy.
The above equality follows from a simple change of variables. The corresponding asymptotic (stationary)
covariance matrix is then
C∗ := lim
t→∞Ct =
∫ ∞
0
eByEE>eB>ydy. (8)
Note that (6) can also be described by superscripts denoting components for each row
dXit =
n∑
j=1
BijX
j
t dt+
n∑
j=1
EijdW jt ; i = 1, · · · , n.
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Following [48], we now proceed to find the condition satisfied by the stationary covariance matrix C∗.
Let Σ = EE>, then the Fokker-Planck equation governing the transition density p(X, t) is
∂p(X, t)
∂t
= −
n∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
[(BX)ii p(X, t)] +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
∂2
∂xi ∂xj
[Σij p(X, t)] ,
or in a more compact form, provided Σ is constant,
∂p
∂t
= −∇ · (BXp) + 1
2
∇ · (Σ∇p). (9)
Without loss of generality, suppose the initial condition is X0 = 0, then the solution to (6) is a Gaussian
process with mean 0 and covariance
Ct ,
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)EE>eB>(t−s)ds. (10)
Using Leibniz rule and differentiating (10) with respect to t give
dCt
dt
= BCt + CtB
> + EE>.
Therefore, the asymptotic stationary covariance satisfies (setting dC∗dt = 0)
BC∗ + C∗B> + EE> = 0, (11)
which is known as a Lyapunov equation in Control theory.
Note that, because our model is a Gaussian process, the transition probability density for (9) is known
at all times and is given by [49]
p(X, t|X0, 0) = 1
(2pi)n/2
√
det(Ct)
exp
[
−1
2
(X − eBtX0)TC−1t (X − eBtX0)
]
, (12)
where the initial condition is
p(X, t|X0, 0) = δn(X −X0)δ(t).
We now study the long-time stochastic opinion dynamics concerning the convergence and the property
of the asymptotic (stationary) distribution.
5. Convergence to the Stationary Distribution
Recall that (6) is a Gaussian process since the integrand in the Itoˆ integral is deterministic and
bounded. At each point in time, a solution to the Fokker-Planck equation is also Gaussian, given by
(12). Does the long-time limit of pt reach a steady state? For B having a negative real part of all the
eigenvalues, many classic results show that p∞ exists since the dynamics is a multi-variate Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process. Here, however, we present another approach to investigate convergence to stationary
distribution based on Wasserstein distances techniques in Optimal Transport theory, which has received
increasing attention. Following [50], we begin with the simplest case.
5.1. Symmetric interaction
Suppose that the discrete time interaction matrix A is symmetric, then the infinitesimal generator
matrix Q is also symmetric. Thus, B in (6) is also symmetric. In this case, we can construct the
Lyapunov function
V (X) = −1
2
X>BX.
As B is symmetric, the gradient can easily be expressed as
∇V = −BX,
where the ∇ is with respect to X ∈ Rn. Therefore, the SDE reads
dXt = −∇V (Xt)dt+ EdWt.
In this case, we know that the stationary distribution will be reached eventually and is simply given
by the Boltzmann distribution with energy V , and is discussed in more details in Appendix B. Now
we will argue using Optimal Transport approach that the dynamics in fact converges to the Boltzmann
distribution.
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5.2. Gradient flows
For simplicity, we will assume E = √2 I. Agents hold identical positive learning rates. The Fokker-
Planck equation for the time evolution of the density of belief profiles of agents in Rn becomes
∂p
∂t
= ∇ · (∇V p+∇p). (13)
Suppose µt is a solution at time t and ν is the stationary solution to (13), given some initial datum or
starting point X0. The stationary solution can be summarized, when the drift is a gradient of a convex
funtion V , as ∫
e−V = 1.
and its stationary probability density is given by
dν(x) = e−V (x)dx
Then one can use techniques from functional analysis and use the Poincare´ inequality to show conver-
gence in the L2(Rn; e−V ) norm between probability measures weighed by the stationary measure e−V .
A good reference for this is [30]. Another approach is to use Lyapunov function and examine stochastic
stability [51]. Both cases assume reversible diffusions. To generalize this and allow for non-gradient drift
form a newer approach is required. This is a vast subject and we cannot do it justice here, especially the
interplay between functional-analytic and Lyapunov methods. However, we outline a third approach,
using Wasserstein distances, neatly summarized in [30]. We show in Appendix C, convergence to equi-
librium using the Wasserstein approach. Recent work in this direction seems to show promise for the
case of non-symmetric B — when it cannot be expressed as the gradient of a convex functional.
6. Synchronization of Agents: Criterion for Dimensionality Reduction of the Stationary
Distribution
Till now our discussion has focused on linear SDEs with the same number of agents as the number
of Brownian motions. Indeed, (6) can be written in a more general setting
dXt = BXtdt+ EdWt, (14)
X0 = ξ, (15)
where W is an r-dimensional Brownian motion independent of the initial vector ξ, B is an n× n matrix
as before, and E is an n× r matrix. In general, systems could have r < n.
Suppose the system has only one Brownian motion (r = 1) affecting all agents, then E becomes a
column vector and dWt is one dimensional. This reflects the condition where all the agent are subject
to a common noise source in the proposed truth. The diffusion part of the SDE simplifies and can be
written in two ways
EdWt =
ε1...
εn
 dW 1t =
ε1 0 0... . . .
εn 0 0

dW
1
t
...
dWnt
 .
We will use the last representation, which means all agents are perturbed by only one Brownian
motion (the noisy proposed truth σ¯ is shared by every agent). For n agents, the natural question to ask
is if the transition density is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure? Since we are
dealing with Gaussian measures at all times we can restrict our attention to covariance matrices. With
a single source of noise is the resulting covariance matrix singular or non-singular? We know from (10)
that the covariance matrix is
Ct ,
∫ t
0
eB(s)EE>eB>(s)ds.
But now notice that here
EE> =
ε1...
εn
(ε1, · · · , εn) =

ε1 0 0
ε2 0 0
...
. . .
εn 0 0


ε1 ε2 · · · εn
0 0 0
...
. . .
0 0 0
 .
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Figure 2: An illustration of controllability in three dimensions from an initial state to a desired state.
This is a rank one matrix. So the inner part in our definition of the covariance matrix is of rank one.
This presents considerable difficulties. The process Xt may be degenerate Gaussian. However, in some
cases even with n agents it is not always the case that there is a manifold collapse – the agents opinions
lie in a lower dimensional space. It could be that the covariance matrix is still nonsingular. To study
this aspect we need to introduce the concept of controllability. In control theory, the typical issue is to
determine an input which steers a dynamical system to a certain point at terminal time.
Definition 6. The pair of locally bounded functions (B, E) is controllable on [0, T ] if for every x, y ∈ Rn,
there exists a measurable, bounded function v : [0, T ]→ Rn such that the time derivative
Y˙ = B(t)Y (t) + E(t)v(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T
satisfies Y (T ) = y: there exists a control function v(·) which steers the linear system from Y (0) = x to
Y (T ) = y. (See figure 2).
The non-degeneracy of the distribution of Xt, which is Gaussian, is precisely when the covariance
matrix has full rank [52]. This is explained in [53] from which we state the definition and result.
Proposition 7. The pair of constant matrices (B, E) is controllable on any interval (0, T ) if and only
if the n× n controllability matrix
[E , BE , B2E , · · · , Bn−1E ]
has rank n.
Actually, this result is proved in more generality by [54], where the case of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
processes with jumps is also considered and leads us to the most important remark.
Remark 8. Controllability is equivalent to the covariance matrix having full rank. Thus, the probability
law of Xt is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure in Rn. If the dynamics are not
controllable then the system collapses onto a subspace of Rn. Consequently, the asymptotic covariance
matrix will not be strictly positive definite and det(C∗) = 0.
In linear systems theory, the covariance matrix is equivalent to a controllability grammian. If the
grammian is positive definite, then it is nonsingular. To check whether our model has a probability
density we only need to calculate the controllability matrix rank [55]. Consider the following examples
where there is a single Brownian driver.
Example 9. As there is only one source of noise, the learning rates E are kept in column form.
Q =
 −2 1 11 −2 1
1 2 −3
 , B =
 −3 1 11 −3 1
1 2 −5
 , E =
 11
2
 .
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Figure 3: Illustration of synchronization (dimensionality reduction) of noisy opinion dynamics of 3 agents. Initially, the
agents’ opinions are different at (1,−1, 0), respectively. (Left) However, at long times, noisy opinion dynamics from Example
9 in which the controllability matrix has rank 2 shows synchronization of agents 1 and 2. Stationary covariance matrix here
has rank 2, and thus is degenerate, reflecting that correlated opinion dynamics at long times are 2 dimensional. (Right)
Noisy opinion dynamics from example 10 in which the controllability matrix has full rank (3) does not show synchronization.
The agents’ opinions remain different. The covariance matrix here has full rank, and correlated opinion dynamics at long
times lives in 3 dimensions.
The rank of the controllability matrix [E , BE , B2E ] is 2, which is easily verified numerically by calculating
the rank of matrix 1 0 −71 0 −7
2 −7 35
 .
Therefore, with a single Brownian motion, and two agents having the same learning rates we obtain
a manifold collapse: the covariance matrix is singular. In effect, with common noise agents 1 and 2
synchronize so that their opinions move together after some time period. Agent 3, however, is still
learning at a different rate. The asymptotic covariance matrix is singular.
It seems in the preceding example, two agents having similar learning rates led to the covariance
matrix being singular. On the other hand, let us consider another case with different learning rates.
Example 10.
Q =
 −2 1 11 −2 1
1 2 −3
 , B =
 −3 1 11 −5 1
1 2 −5
 , E =
 13
2
 .
The resulting controllability and asymptotic covariance (grammian) matrix are1 2 −173 −8 33
2 −3 1
 , C∗ =
0.99 1.39 1.091.39 2.18 1.67
1.09 1.67 1.29

and have full rank.
For a common noise, intuition may lead us to conclude that dynamics are also one dimensional. But
this is not necessarily true. Although, if any of the agents learn at similar rates it is still possible that
the phase space is a strict subset of Rn, where n is the number of agents. Generally, the grammian and
controllability condition can help in determining non-singularity of the covariance matrix. However, the
analytical condition for how and when the agents synchronize so that the phase space of beliefs live in a
lower dimensional linear embedding of Rn remains an open question.
6.1. Lie Algebras and conditional density
The controllability matrix can be thought of as a Lie bracket [56]. The connection between Lie
brackets and conditional densities received a great deal of attention in the early eighties, see [57] for a
good survey. Lie brackets are used if B and E are nonlinear functions [58]. Though for this article, we will
only examine linear drift and diffusion matrices. While our perspective is on consensus, control theory
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literature focuses on the network aspect of controllability: what types of networks are controllable and
observable? These aspects are tangential to our main focus on agent behaviour. Control theory provides
the techniques to steer a network of agents to a desired value or to control the system’s outcome. Several
engineering questions may need to be addressed in this case. For example, how many agents or nodes
are needed for the system to be controllable. Another aspect would be to control the flow of information.
7. Broken Detailed Balance and Non-equilibrium Steady States
Now we report the broken-detailed balance phenomenon arising in our continuous-time opinion dy-
namics model with noisy feedback. We will demonstrate that even in a simple two-agent learning dynam-
ics, where both agents are susceptible to a common noise source, there is an asymptotic stationary distri-
bution with broken detailed balance. Thus, this simple opinion dynamics gives rise to a non-equilibrium
steady state with a non-zero asymptotic probabilistic current loop discussed in Refs.[59, 60, 61].
For two learning agents, the stochastic dynamics with a common noise and with the proposed truth
σ¯ = 0 follows from Eq. (5):
dX1 = Q12(X
2 −X1)− ε1X1 + ε1dWt (16)
dX2 = Q21(X
1 −X2)− ε2X2 + ε2dWt,
where dWt is a one dimensional Brownian motion.
Following the notation in section 4, this can be rewritten as
dX = BX + ∆EΓtdt, (17)
where Γt =
(
Γt
Γt
)
is a Gaussian white noise uncorrelated in time, ∆ is a scaling of the Brownian noise,
B = Q− E , with Q11 = −Q12, Q22 = −Q21, and E = diag(ε1, ε2) =
(
ε1 0
0 ε2
)
.
Unlike usual statistical mechanics problems where the noise in each coordinates are typically assumed
uncorrelated, the noise in each coordinate here is identical, encapsulating the situation that the two
learning agents are influenced by a common source of noisy information. Nevertheless, we know the
asymptotic distribution generated from the above multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a Gaussian
distribution with the covariance satisfying Lyapunov equation (11), see also the derivations in [62, 63, 49]
:
BC∗ + C∗BT +D = 0, (18)
where D is the noise correlation matrix whose matrix elements are defined by
Dijδ(t− t′) = ∆2
(〈EΓtΓTt′ET 〉)ij
= ∆2εiεj〈ΓtΓt′〉
= ∆2εiεjδ(t− t′).
For standard Brownian motion and in the subsequent analysis we set ∆ = 1, so we identify (as in (10))
Dij = εiεj∆
2 = εiεj . (19)
For two dimensional dynamics, the stationary covariance C∗ is exactly solvable, see Ref. [49], and
given by
C∗ ≡ (detB)D + [B − (trB) I]D [B − (trB) I]
T
2 (trB) (detB)
, (20)
where I is the 2× 2 identity matrix.
In our case, trB = − (ε1 + ε2 +Q12 +Q21) and detB = (ε1ε2 + ε2Q12 + ε1Q21). Straightforward
calculations give
C∗ =
1
2trB
(
detB + ε21 detB + ε1ε2
detB + ε1ε2 detB + ε
2
2
)
, (21)
whose eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues are, respectively,
V± =
(
ε21−ε22 ±
√
4(detB+ε1ε2)
2+(ε21−ε22)
2
2(detB+ε1ε2)
1
)
, (22)
λ± =
2detB + ε21 + ε
2
2 ±
√
4 (detB + ε1ε2)
2
+ (ε21 − ε22)2
4trB
. (23)
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The correlation matrix, its eigenvalues, and eigenvectors determine the profile of the stationary
Gaussian distribution
pst(X) =
1
2pi
√
detC∗
exp
[
−1
2
XTC∗−1X
]
. (24)
It is interesting to note that when both agents learn at identical rate ε1 = ε2 = ε, the stationary
covariance matrix C∗ becomes degenerate with the eigenvectors
(−1
1
)
and ( 11 ) corresponding to the
eigenvalue 0 and ε, respectively. This is because the noises cancel out in the (X1 −X2) coordinate and
Eq.(17) gives ddt (X
1 − X2) = − (Q12 +Q21 + ε) (X1 − X2), meaning that both agents will eventually
synchronize at X1 = X2 since (Q12 +Q21 + ε) > 0. Consequently, when ε2 = ε2 = ε, the stationary
distribution collapses onto a one-dimensional manifold defined by the line X1 = X2, with the variance
given by the eigenvalue ε corresponding to the eigenvector ( 11 ).
On the other hand, when ε1 6= ε2, the stationary distribution is no longer constrained on a one-
dimensional synchronization manifold X1 = X2; in addition, it is also a non-equilibrium steady state
(NESS)[61]. To see this, we first rewrite the Fokker-Planck equation as
∂p
∂t
= −∇ · (BXp− 1
2
∇ · (Σp)) = −∇ · J, (25)
where we identify the probabilistic flux (current) as
J(X, t) = (BX)p(X, t)− 1
2
∇ · [Σp(X, t)] . (26)
In the coordinate form, the stationary state flux is
J ist(X) =
(BX )i − 1
2
∑
j
(Dij∂Xj )
 pst(X). (27)
By conservation of probability, 0 = limt→∞ ∂tp(X, t) = ∂tpst(X) = ∇ · Jst(X). Thus, at the stationary
state, either Jst(X) = 0 or Jst(X) = ∇×f for some non-zero flow field f . The former reflects the detailed
balance condition, in which the net probabilistic flux flowing in and out of a volume element surrounding
any point X is zero. The latter corresponds to a broken detailed balance, in which non-zero probabilistic
current loop persists in the steady states. This current loop is a feature of a NESS [61] which naturally
appears in diverse non-equilibrium systems [61, 59, 60, 64, 65, 66]. Under what conditions NESS exists
and is stable is an interesting and complementary feature that is under active research recently [67].
As a consequence of broken detailed balance, the NESS in our two-agent model exhibits corre-
lated oscillation of agents’ opinions, despite the imaginary part of the eigenvalues of B being zero,
i.e.
√
tr2B − 4detB ∈ IR. This differs from the well-known mechanism of noise-induced oscillation that
arises when the imaginary parts of the linear stability matrix are non-zero, such as in the predator-prey
model [68]. See Fig. 4 for a more detailed discussion.
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<latexit sha1_base64="56gJyIaRJK/92Y3IMa12kd7+Gsk=">AAAB6n icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfb29pIle3vH7pwQQn6CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+we FR+fikbZJMM95iiUx0N6CGS6F4CwVK3k01p3EgeScY3879zhPXRiTqEScp92M6VCISjKKVHqrh5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVDxOWxVwhk9SYnuem6 E+pRsEkn5X6meEpZWM65D1LFY258aeLU2fkwiohiRJtSyFZqL8npjQ2ZhIHtjOmODKr3lz8z+tlGF37U6HSDLliy0VRJgkmZP43CYXmDOXEEsq0sLcS NqKaMrTplGwI3urL66Rdr3luzbuvVxo3eRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gCMmo1L</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="56gJyIaRJK/92Y3IMa12kd7+Gsk=">AAAB6n icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfb29pIle3vH7pwQQn6CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+we FR+fikbZJMM95iiUx0N6CGS6F4CwVK3k01p3EgeScY3879zhPXRiTqEScp92M6VCISjKKVHqrh5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVDxOWxVwhk9SYnuem6 E+pRsEkn5X6meEpZWM65D1LFY258aeLU2fkwiohiRJtSyFZqL8npjQ2ZhIHtjOmODKr3lz8z+tlGF37U6HSDLliy0VRJgkmZP43CYXmDOXEEsq0sLcS NqKaMrTplGwI3urL66Rdr3luzbuvVxo3eRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gCMmo1L</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="56gJyIaRJK/92Y3IMa12kd7+Gsk=">AAAB6n icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfb29pIle3vH7pwQQn6CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+we FR+fikbZJMM95iiUx0N6CGS6F4CwVK3k01p3EgeScY3879zhPXRiTqEScp92M6VCISjKKVHqrh5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVDxOWxVwhk9SYnuem6 E+pRsEkn5X6meEpZWM65D1LFY258aeLU2fkwiohiRJtSyFZqL8npjQ2ZhIHtjOmODKr3lz8z+tlGF37U6HSDLliy0VRJgkmZP43CYXmDOXEEsq0sLcS NqKaMrTplGwI3urL66Rdr3luzbuvVxo3eRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gCMmo1L</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="56gJyIaRJK/92Y3IMa12kd7+Gsk=">AAAB6n icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfb29pIle3vH7pwQQn6CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSqFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+we FR+fikbZJMM95iiUx0N6CGS6F4CwVK3k01p3EgeScY3879zhPXRiTqEScp92M6VCISjKKVHqrh5aBccWvuAmSdeDmpQI7moPzVDxOWxVwhk9SYnuem6 E+pRsEkn5X6meEpZWM65D1LFY258aeLU2fkwiohiRJtSyFZqL8npjQ2ZhIHtjOmODKr3lz8z+tlGF37U6HSDLliy0VRJgkmZP43CYXmDOXEEsq0sLcS NqKaMrTplGwI3urL66Rdr3luzbuvVxo3eRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxgM4Rle4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gCMmo1L</latexit>
(e)
<latexit sha1_base64="RDCeR7e4d6AcqCsVQwFVQRFxHtU=">AAAB6n icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2c8mSvb1jd08IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8 Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST27nfeUKleSwfzTRBP6IjyUPOqLHSQxUvB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/ Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeyth Y6ooMzadkg3BW315nbTrNc+teff1SuMmj6MIZ3AOVfDgChpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH44fjUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RDCeR7e4d6AcqCsVQwFVQRFxHtU=">AAAB6n icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2c8mSvb1jd08IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8 Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST27nfeUKleSwfzTRBP6IjyUPOqLHSQxUvB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/ Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeyth Y6ooMzadkg3BW315nbTrNc+teff1SuMmj6MIZ3AOVfDgChpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH44fjUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RDCeR7e4d6AcqCsVQwFVQRFxHtU=">AAAB6n icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2c8mSvb1jd08IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8 Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST27nfeUKleSwfzTRBP6IjyUPOqLHSQxUvB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/ Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeyth Y6ooMzadkg3BW315nbTrNc+teff1SuMmj6MIZ3AOVfDgChpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH44fjUw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RDCeR7e4d6AcqCsVQwFVQRFxHtU=">AAAB6n icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRsugjWVE8wHJEfY2c8mSvb1jd08IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8 Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST27nfeUKleSwfzTRBP6IjyUPOqLHSQxUvB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/ Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeyth Y6ooMzadkg3BW315nbTrNc+teff1SuMmj6MIZ3AOVfDgChpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH44fjUw=</latexit>
(simulated)
<latexit sha1_base64 ="EzxJSece0AisIVl/U9Ih7Mwgvw4=">AAAB8n icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRu0CNpYR TCIkR9jb20uW7MexOyeEIz/DxkIRW3+Nnf/GTXK FJj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgu9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4 PCoenzStTozlHWoFto8RsQywRXrAAfBHlPDiIw E60WT27nfe2LGcq0eYJqyUJKR4gmnBJzUr1suM0 GAxZfDas1v+AvgdRIUpIYKtIfVr0GsaSaZAiqI tf3ATyHMiQFOBZtVBpllKaETMmJ9RxWRzIb54u QZvnBKjBNtXCnAC/X3RE6ktVMZuU5JYGxXvbn4 n9fPILkOc67SDJiiy0VJJjBoPP8fx9wwCmLqCKG Gu1sxHRNDKLiUKi6EYPXlddJtNgK/Edw3a62bI o4yOkPnqI4CdIVa6A61UQdRpNEzekVvHngv3rv 3sWwtecXMKfoD7/MH6VmQ9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="EzxJSece0AisIVl/U9Ih7Mwgvw4=">AAAB8n icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRu0CNpYR TCIkR9jb20uW7MexOyeEIz/DxkIRW3+Nnf/GTXK FJj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgu9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4 PCoenzStTozlHWoFto8RsQywRXrAAfBHlPDiIw E60WT27nfe2LGcq0eYJqyUJKR4gmnBJzUr1suM0 GAxZfDas1v+AvgdRIUpIYKtIfVr0GsaSaZAiqI tf3ATyHMiQFOBZtVBpllKaETMmJ9RxWRzIb54u QZvnBKjBNtXCnAC/X3RE6ktVMZuU5JYGxXvbn4 n9fPILkOc67SDJiiy0VJJjBoPP8fx9wwCmLqCKG Gu1sxHRNDKLiUKi6EYPXlddJtNgK/Edw3a62bI o4yOkPnqI4CdIVa6A61UQdRpNEzekVvHngv3rv 3sWwtecXMKfoD7/MH6VmQ9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="EzxJSece0AisIVl/U9Ih7Mwgvw4=">AAAB8n icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRu0CNpYR TCIkR9jb20uW7MexOyeEIz/DxkIRW3+Nnf/GTXK FJj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgu9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4 PCoenzStTozlHWoFto8RsQywRXrAAfBHlPDiIw E60WT27nfe2LGcq0eYJqyUJKR4gmnBJzUr1suM0 GAxZfDas1v+AvgdRIUpIYKtIfVr0GsaSaZAiqI tf3ATyHMiQFOBZtVBpllKaETMmJ9RxWRzIb54u QZvnBKjBNtXCnAC/X3RE6ktVMZuU5JYGxXvbn4 n9fPILkOc67SDJiiy0VJJjBoPP8fx9wwCmLqCKG Gu1sxHRNDKLiUKi6EYPXlddJtNgK/Edw3a62bI o4yOkPnqI4CdIVa6A61UQdRpNEzekVvHngv3rv 3sWwtecXMKfoD7/MH6VmQ9g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="EzxJSece0AisIVl/U9Ih7Mwgvw4=">AAAB8n icbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXRu0CNpYR TCIkR9jb20uW7MexOyeEIz/DxkIRW3+Nnf/GTXK FJj4YeLw3w8y8KBXcgu9/e6WNza3tnfJuZW//4 PCoenzStTozlHWoFto8RsQywRXrAAfBHlPDiIw E60WT27nfe2LGcq0eYJqyUJKR4gmnBJzUr1suM0 GAxZfDas1v+AvgdRIUpIYKtIfVr0GsaSaZAiqI tf3ATyHMiQFOBZtVBpllKaETMmJ9RxWRzIb54u QZvnBKjBNtXCnAC/X3RE6ktVMZuU5JYGxXvbn4 n9fPILkOc67SDJiiy0VJJjBoPP8fx9wwCmLqCKG Gu1sxHRNDKLiUKi6EYPXlddJtNgK/Edw3a62bI o4yOkPnqI4CdIVa6A61UQdRpNEzekVvHngv3rv 3sWwtecXMKfoD7/MH6VmQ9g==</latexit>
(theory)
<latexit sha1_base64="agtacH1 UPcua0zzr8RrwuZj9l4U=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkJ SCrW3ghePFewHtKFstpt26SYbdzdCCP0TXjwo4tW/481/47aNUEUfDDzem 2Fmnh9zprTjfFqFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80lUikYR2iOBC9n2sKGcR7W imOe3HkuLQ57Tnz64Xfu+BSsVEdKfTmHohnkQsYARrI/WrekqFTC9H5Ypr O0sgx24aNOo5abro26pAjvao/DEcC5KENNKEY6UGrhNrL8NSM8LpvDRMFI 0xmeEJHRga4ZAqL1veO0cXRhmjQEhTkUZLdX0iw6FSaeibzhDrqfrtLcS/ vEGigysvY1GcaBqR1aIg4UgLtHgejZmkRPPUEEwkM7ciMsUSE20iKq2H8 D/p1mzXsd3bWqVVz+MowhmcQxVcaEALbqANHSDA4RGe4cW6t56sV+tt1Vq w8plT+AHr/Qssp5AE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agtacH1 UPcua0zzr8RrwuZj9l4U=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkJ SCrW3ghePFewHtKFstpt26SYbdzdCCP0TXjwo4tW/481/47aNUEUfDDzem 2Fmnh9zprTjfFqFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80lUikYR2iOBC9n2sKGcR7W imOe3HkuLQ57Tnz64Xfu+BSsVEdKfTmHohnkQsYARrI/WrekqFTC9H5Ypr O0sgx24aNOo5abro26pAjvao/DEcC5KENNKEY6UGrhNrL8NSM8LpvDRMFI 0xmeEJHRga4ZAqL1veO0cXRhmjQEhTkUZLdX0iw6FSaeibzhDrqfrtLcS/ vEGigysvY1GcaBqR1aIg4UgLtHgejZmkRPPUEEwkM7ciMsUSE20iKq2H8 D/p1mzXsd3bWqVVz+MowhmcQxVcaEALbqANHSDA4RGe4cW6t56sV+tt1Vq w8plT+AHr/Qssp5AE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agtacH1 UPcua0zzr8RrwuZj9l4U=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkJ SCrW3ghePFewHtKFstpt26SYbdzdCCP0TXjwo4tW/481/47aNUEUfDDzem 2Fmnh9zprTjfFqFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80lUikYR2iOBC9n2sKGcR7W imOe3HkuLQ57Tnz64Xfu+BSsVEdKfTmHohnkQsYARrI/WrekqFTC9H5Ypr O0sgx24aNOo5abro26pAjvao/DEcC5KENNKEY6UGrhNrL8NSM8LpvDRMFI 0xmeEJHRga4ZAqL1veO0cXRhmjQEhTkUZLdX0iw6FSaeibzhDrqfrtLcS/ vEGigysvY1GcaBqR1aIg4UgLtHgejZmkRPPUEEwkM7ciMsUSE20iKq2H8 D/p1mzXsd3bWqVVz+MowhmcQxVcaEALbqANHSDA4RGe4cW6t56sV+tt1Vq w8plT+AHr/Qssp5AE</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="agtacH1 UPcua0zzr8RrwuZj9l4U=">AAAB73icdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkJ SCrW3ghePFewHtKFstpt26SYbdzdCCP0TXjwo4tW/481/47aNUEUfDDzem 2Fmnh9zprTjfFqFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80lUikYR2iOBC9n2sKGcR7W imOe3HkuLQ57Tnz64Xfu+BSsVEdKfTmHohnkQsYARrI/WrekqFTC9H5Ypr O0sgx24aNOo5abro26pAjvao/DEcC5KENNKEY6UGrhNrL8NSM8LpvDRMFI 0xmeEJHRga4ZAqL1veO0cXRhmjQEhTkUZLdX0iw6FSaeibzhDrqfrtLcS/ vEGigysvY1GcaBqR1aIg4UgLtHgejZmkRPPUEEwkM7ciMsUSE20iKq2H8 D/p1mzXsd3bWqVVz+MowhmcQxVcaEALbqANHSDA4RGe4cW6t56sV+tt1Vq w8plT+AHr/Qssp5AE</latexit>
(theory)
<latexit sha1_base64="59L8lXvAuJHEYtAUuAqOvhol4D4=">AAAB73 icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6GSalL3cFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0k4xJRhiG/oQbF4q49Xfc+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxJxp43kfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f3 BYODruaJkoQttEcql6AdaUM0HbhhlOe7GiOAo47QbTq7nfvadKMyluTRpTP8JjwUJGsLFSr2QmVKr0Ylgoei5ClXK1Cj23UbuseTVLPNSoozJErrdAE azQGhbeByNJkogKQzjWuo+82PgZVoYRTmf5QaJpjMkUj2nfUoEjqv1sce8MnltlBEOpbAkDF+r3iQxHWqdRYDsjbCb6tzcX//L6iQkbfsZEnBgqyHJR mHBoJJw/D0dMUWJ4agkmitlbIZlghYmxEeVtCF+fwv9Jp+wim9VNudisrOLIgVNwBkoAgTpogmvQAm1AAAcP4Ak8O3fOo/PivC5b15zVzAn4AeftEw4w j+4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59L8lXvAuJHEYtAUuAqOvhol4D4=">AAAB73 icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6GSalL3cFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0k4xJRhiG/oQbF4q49Xfc+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxJxp43kfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f3 BYODruaJkoQttEcql6AdaUM0HbhhlOe7GiOAo47QbTq7nfvadKMyluTRpTP8JjwUJGsLFSr2QmVKr0Ylgoei5ClXK1Cj23UbuseTVLPNSoozJErrdAE azQGhbeByNJkogKQzjWuo+82PgZVoYRTmf5QaJpjMkUj2nfUoEjqv1sce8MnltlBEOpbAkDF+r3iQxHWqdRYDsjbCb6tzcX//L6iQkbfsZEnBgqyHJR mHBoJJw/D0dMUWJ4agkmitlbIZlghYmxEeVtCF+fwv9Jp+wim9VNudisrOLIgVNwBkoAgTpogmvQAm1AAAcP4Ak8O3fOo/PivC5b15zVzAn4AeftEw4w j+4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59L8lXvAuJHEYtAUuAqOvhol4D4=">AAAB73 icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6GSalL3cFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0k4xJRhiG/oQbF4q49Xfc+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxJxp43kfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f3 BYODruaJkoQttEcql6AdaUM0HbhhlOe7GiOAo47QbTq7nfvadKMyluTRpTP8JjwUJGsLFSr2QmVKr0Ylgoei5ClXK1Cj23UbuseTVLPNSoozJErrdAE azQGhbeByNJkogKQzjWuo+82PgZVoYRTmf5QaJpjMkUj2nfUoEjqv1sce8MnltlBEOpbAkDF+r3iQxHWqdRYDsjbCb6tzcX//L6iQkbfsZEnBgqyHJR mHBoJJw/D0dMUWJ4agkmitlbIZlghYmxEeVtCF+fwv9Jp+wim9VNudisrOLIgVNwBkoAgTpogmvQAm1AAAcP4Ak8O3fOo/PivC5b15zVzAn4AeftEw4w j+4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59L8lXvAuJHEYtAUuAqOvhol4D4=">AAAB73 icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6GSalL3cFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0k4xJRhiG/oQbF4q49Xfc+TemD0FFD1w4nHMv994TxJxp43kfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f3 BYODruaJkoQttEcql6AdaUM0HbhhlOe7GiOAo47QbTq7nfvadKMyluTRpTP8JjwUJGsLFSr2QmVKr0Ylgoei5ClXK1Cj23UbuseTVLPNSoozJErrdAE azQGhbeByNJkogKQzjWuo+82PgZVoYRTmf5QaJpjMkUj2nfUoEjqv1sce8MnltlBEOpbAkDF+r3iQxHWqdRYDsjbCb6tzcX//L6iQkbfsZEnBgqyHJR mHBoJJw/D0dMUWJ4agkmitlbIZlghYmxEeVtCF+fwv9Jp+wim9VNudisrOLIgVNwBkoAgTpogmvQAm1AAAcP4Ak8O3fOo/PivC5b15zVzAn4AeftEw4w j+4=</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="rVnHM5M1pk+i2YJSeCqUv qerFTE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPUnBi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2J0Ip/QVePCji1Z/kz X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNEmmOTZ4IhPdDplBKRQ2SJDEdqqRxaHEVj i6m/mtJ9RGJOqBxikGMRsoEQnOyEp16pXKXsWbw10lfk7KkKPWK311+wnPYlTEJTOm43spBROmSXCJ02I3M5gy PmID7FiqWIwmmMwPnbrnVum7UaJtKXLn6u+JCYuNGceh7YwZDc2yNxP/8zoZRTfBRKg0I1R8sSjKpEuJO/va7 QuNnOTYEsa1sLe6fMg042SzKdoQ/OWXV0nzsuJ7Fb9+Va7e5nEU4BTO4AJ8uIYq3EMNGsAB4Rle4c15dF6cd+d j0brm5DMn8AfO5w/e9Yz0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVnHM5M1pk+i2YJSeCqUv qerFTE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPUnBi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2J0Ip/QVePCji1Z/kz X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNEmmOTZ4IhPdDplBKRQ2SJDEdqqRxaHEVj i6m/mtJ9RGJOqBxikGMRsoEQnOyEp16pXKXsWbw10lfk7KkKPWK311+wnPYlTEJTOm43spBROmSXCJ02I3M5gy PmID7FiqWIwmmMwPnbrnVum7UaJtKXLn6u+JCYuNGceh7YwZDc2yNxP/8zoZRTfBRKg0I1R8sSjKpEuJO/va7 QuNnOTYEsa1sLe6fMg042SzKdoQ/OWXV0nzsuJ7Fb9+Va7e5nEU4BTO4AJ8uIYq3EMNGsAB4Rle4c15dF6cd+d j0brm5DMn8AfO5w/e9Yz0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVnHM5M1pk+i2YJSeCqUv qerFTE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPUnBi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2J0Ip/QVePCji1Z/kz X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNEmmOTZ4IhPdDplBKRQ2SJDEdqqRxaHEVj i6m/mtJ9RGJOqBxikGMRsoEQnOyEp16pXKXsWbw10lfk7KkKPWK311+wnPYlTEJTOm43spBROmSXCJ02I3M5gy PmID7FiqWIwmmMwPnbrnVum7UaJtKXLn6u+JCYuNGceh7YwZDc2yNxP/8zoZRTfBRKg0I1R8sSjKpEuJO/va7 QuNnOTYEsa1sLe6fMg042SzKdoQ/OWXV0nzsuJ7Fb9+Va7e5nEU4BTO4AJ8uIYq3EMNGsAB4Rle4c15dF6cd+d j0brm5DMn8AfO5w/e9Yz0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rVnHM5M1pk+i2YJSeCqUv qerFTE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEPUnBi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2J0Ip/QVePCji1Z/kz X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEphyPO+nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNEmmOTZ4IhPdDplBKRQ2SJDEdqqRxaHEVj i6m/mtJ9RGJOqBxikGMRsoEQnOyEp16pXKXsWbw10lfk7KkKPWK311+wnPYlTEJTOm43spBROmSXCJ02I3M5gy PmID7FiqWIwmmMwPnbrnVum7UaJtKXLn6u+JCYuNGceh7YwZDc2yNxP/8zoZRTfBRKg0I1R8sSjKpEuJO/va7 QuNnOTYEsa1sLe6fMg042SzKdoQ/OWXV0nzsuJ7Fb9+Va7e5nEU4BTO4AJ8uIYq3EMNGsAB4Rle4c15dF6cd+d j0brm5DMn8AfO5w/e9Yz0</latexit>
Q12 = Q21 = 0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="Ri5Wh6M wz10dzlRB6v3CJsslR5Q=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgapg UQTeVghuXLdgHtMOQSTNtaCYzJBmljPMpblwo4tYvceffmLaz0NYDl3s45 15yc4KEM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR3b1uKviVBLaITGPZT/AinImaE czzWk/kRRHAae9YHo793sPVCoWi3s9S6gX4bFgISNYG8m3q20/Q/W8YVod 5Q3Xqft2zXXcBeA6QQWpgQIt3/4ajmKSRlRowrFSA+Qm2suw1IxwmleGqa IJJlM8pgNDBY6o8rLF6Tk8N8oIhrE0JTRcqL83MhwpNYsCMxlhPVGr3lz8 zxukOrz2MiaSVFNBlg+FKYc6hvMc4IhJSjSfGYKJZOZWSCZYYqJNWhUTA lr98jrp1h3kOqh9WWveFHGUwSk4AxcAgSvQBHegBTqAgEfwDF7Bm/VkvVj v1sdytGQVOyfgD6zPH+fXknE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ri5Wh6M wz10dzlRB6v3CJsslR5Q=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgapg UQTeVghuXLdgHtMOQSTNtaCYzJBmljPMpblwo4tYvceffmLaz0NYDl3s45 15yc4KEM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR3b1uKviVBLaITGPZT/AinImaE czzWk/kRRHAae9YHo793sPVCoWi3s9S6gX4bFgISNYG8m3q20/Q/W8YVod 5Q3Xqft2zXXcBeA6QQWpgQIt3/4ajmKSRlRowrFSA+Qm2suw1IxwmleGqa IJJlM8pgNDBY6o8rLF6Tk8N8oIhrE0JTRcqL83MhwpNYsCMxlhPVGr3lz8 zxukOrz2MiaSVFNBlg+FKYc6hvMc4IhJSjSfGYKJZOZWSCZYYqJNWhUTA lr98jrp1h3kOqh9WWveFHGUwSk4AxcAgSvQBHegBTqAgEfwDF7Bm/VkvVj v1sdytGQVOyfgD6zPH+fXknE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ri5Wh6M wz10dzlRB6v3CJsslR5Q=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgapg UQTeVghuXLdgHtMOQSTNtaCYzJBmljPMpblwo4tYvceffmLaz0NYDl3s45 15yc4KEM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR3b1uKviVBLaITGPZT/AinImaE czzWk/kRRHAae9YHo793sPVCoWi3s9S6gX4bFgISNYG8m3q20/Q/W8YVod 5Q3Xqft2zXXcBeA6QQWpgQIt3/4ajmKSRlRowrFSA+Qm2suw1IxwmleGqa IJJlM8pgNDBY6o8rLF6Tk8N8oIhrE0JTRcqL83MhwpNYsCMxlhPVGr3lz8 zxukOrz2MiaSVFNBlg+FKYc6hvMc4IhJSjSfGYKJZOZWSCZYYqJNWhUTA lr98jrp1h3kOqh9WWveFHGUwSk4AxcAgSvQBHegBTqAgEfwDF7Bm/VkvVj v1sdytGQVOyfgD6zPH+fXknE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ri5Wh6M wz10dzlRB6v3CJsslR5Q=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgapg UQTeVghuXLdgHtMOQSTNtaCYzJBmljPMpblwo4tYvceffmLaz0NYDl3s45 15yc4KEM6Vd99sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR3b1uKviVBLaITGPZT/AinImaE czzWk/kRRHAae9YHo793sPVCoWi3s9S6gX4bFgISNYG8m3q20/Q/W8YVod 5Q3Xqft2zXXcBeA6QQWpgQIt3/4ajmKSRlRowrFSA+Qm2suw1IxwmleGqa IJJlM8pgNDBY6o8rLF6Tk8N8oIhrE0JTRcqL83MhwpNYsCMxlhPVGr3lz8 zxukOrz2MiaSVFNBlg+FKYc6hvMc4IhJSjSfGYKJZOZWSCZYYqJNWhUTA lr98jrp1h3kOqh9WWveFHGUwSk4AxcAgSvQBHegBTqAgEfwDF7Bm/VkvVj v1sdytGQVOyfgD6zPH+fXknE=</latexit>
"1 = 0.1, "2 = 0.7
<latexit sha1_base64="Lk3TKTj 996Pj7HorGR3wbaSwikE=">AAACEXicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXboJF6EL KTBHqRim4cVnBXqAdSiZN29BMZkgyhTL0Fdz4Km5cKOLWnTvfxnQ6i9r6Q +DPd84hOb8fcaa04/xYuY3Nre2d/G5hb//g8Mg+PmmqMJaENkjIQ9n2sa KcCdrQTHPajiTFgc9pyx/fzeutCZWKheJRTyPqBXgo2IARrA3q2aXuBEsa KcbNzUU3yCm7l2gZVlJY7dlFp+ykQuvGzUwRMtV79ne3H5I4oEITjpXquE 6kvQRLzQins0I3VjTCZIyHtGOswAFVXpJuNEMXhvTRIJTmCI1SujyR4ECp aeCbzgDrkVqtzeF/tU6sB9dewkQUayrI4qFBzJEO0Twe1GeSEs2nxmAim fkrIiMsMdEmxIIJwV1ded00K2XXxPhwVazdZnHk4QzOoQQuVKEG91CHBhB 4ghd4g3fr2Xq1PqzPRWvOymZO4Y+sr1+9MJsA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lk3TKTj 996Pj7HorGR3wbaSwikE=">AAACEXicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXboJF6EL KTBHqRim4cVnBXqAdSiZN29BMZkgyhTL0Fdz4Km5cKOLWnTvfxnQ6i9r6Q +DPd84hOb8fcaa04/xYuY3Nre2d/G5hb//g8Mg+PmmqMJaENkjIQ9n2sa KcCdrQTHPajiTFgc9pyx/fzeutCZWKheJRTyPqBXgo2IARrA3q2aXuBEsa KcbNzUU3yCm7l2gZVlJY7dlFp+ykQuvGzUwRMtV79ne3H5I4oEITjpXquE 6kvQRLzQins0I3VjTCZIyHtGOswAFVXpJuNEMXhvTRIJTmCI1SujyR4ECp aeCbzgDrkVqtzeF/tU6sB9dewkQUayrI4qFBzJEO0Twe1GeSEs2nxmAim fkrIiMsMdEmxIIJwV1ded00K2XXxPhwVazdZnHk4QzOoQQuVKEG91CHBhB 4ghd4g3fr2Xq1PqzPRWvOymZO4Y+sr1+9MJsA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lk3TKTj 996Pj7HorGR3wbaSwikE=">AAACEXicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXboJF6EL KTBHqRim4cVnBXqAdSiZN29BMZkgyhTL0Fdz4Km5cKOLWnTvfxnQ6i9r6Q +DPd84hOb8fcaa04/xYuY3Nre2d/G5hb//g8Mg+PmmqMJaENkjIQ9n2sa KcCdrQTHPajiTFgc9pyx/fzeutCZWKheJRTyPqBXgo2IARrA3q2aXuBEsa KcbNzUU3yCm7l2gZVlJY7dlFp+ykQuvGzUwRMtV79ne3H5I4oEITjpXquE 6kvQRLzQins0I3VjTCZIyHtGOswAFVXpJuNEMXhvTRIJTmCI1SujyR4ECp aeCbzgDrkVqtzeF/tU6sB9dewkQUayrI4qFBzJEO0Twe1GeSEs2nxmAim fkrIiMsMdEmxIIJwV1ded00K2XXxPhwVazdZnHk4QzOoQQuVKEG91CHBhB 4ghd4g3fr2Xq1PqzPRWvOymZO4Y+sr1+9MJsA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Lk3TKTj 996Pj7HorGR3wbaSwikE=">AAACEXicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXboJF6EL KTBHqRim4cVnBXqAdSiZN29BMZkgyhTL0Fdz4Km5cKOLWnTvfxnQ6i9r6Q +DPd84hOb8fcaa04/xYuY3Nre2d/G5hb//g8Mg+PmmqMJaENkjIQ9n2sa KcCdrQTHPajiTFgc9pyx/fzeutCZWKheJRTyPqBXgo2IARrA3q2aXuBEsa KcbNzUU3yCm7l2gZVlJY7dlFp+ykQuvGzUwRMtV79ne3H5I4oEITjpXquE 6kvQRLzQins0I3VjTCZIyHtGOswAFVXpJuNEMXhvTRIJTmCI1SujyR4ECp aeCbzgDrkVqtzeF/tU6sB9dewkQUayrI4qFBzJEO0Twe1GeSEs2nxmAim fkrIiMsMdEmxIIJwV1ded00K2XXxPhwVazdZnHk4QzOoQQuVKEG91CHBhB 4ghd4g3fr2Xq1PqzPRWvOymZO4Y+sr1+9MJsA</latexit>
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X1<latexit sha1_base64="+suuFj8sloaIYVd3pLl/S5h48yE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2il+86j1y9X3K o7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQu qp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwDZXI1/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+suuFj8sloaIYVd3pLl/S5h48yE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2il+86j1y9X3K o7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQu qp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwDZXI1/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+suuFj8sloaIYVd3pLl/S5h48yE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2il+86j1y9X3K o7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQu qp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwDZXI1/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+suuFj8sloaIYVd3pLl/S5h48yE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU 0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GNzO//cS1EbF6wEnC/YgOlQgFo2il+86j1y9X3K o7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BjFLI66QSWpM13MT9DOqUTDJp6VeanhC2ZgOeddSRSNu/Gx+6pScWWVAwljbUkjm6u+JjEbGTKLAdkYUR2bZm4n/ed0Uwys/EypJkSu2WBSmkmBMZn+TgdCcoZxYQpkW9lbCRlRThjadkg3BW355lbQu qp5b9e4uK/XrPI4inMApnIMHNajDLTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwDZXI1/</latexit>
X2<latexit sha1_base64="AojfeU151ynoVWPxmYDcziq48zM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m KoMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033ms9csVt+rOQVaJ l5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uK vXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDa4I2A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AojfeU151ynoVWPxmYDcziq48zM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m KoMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033ms9csVt+rOQVaJ l5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uK vXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDa4I2A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AojfeU151ynoVWPxmYDcziq48zM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m KoMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033ms9csVt+rOQVaJ l5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uK vXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDa4I2A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AojfeU151ynoVWPxmYDcziq48zM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m KoMeiF48V7Qe0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx033ms9csVt+rOQVaJ l5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14ZWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqp5b9e4uK vXrPI4inMApnIMHl1CHW2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gDa4I2A</latexit>
Xit
<latexit sha1_bas e64="2vgb+Il+3U3u2uwP7tMxmEmhFCU= ">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lE0GPRi8cKpi20sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ /Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZe mEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqm STTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8 Px7cxvP3FtRKIecJLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7zy KPvarNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUHCspgr ZJIa0/XcFIOcahRM8mmllxmeUjamQ961V NGYmyCfHzslZ1YZkCjRthSSufp7IqexMZ M4tJ0xxZFZ9mbif143w+g6yIVKM+SKLRZ FmSSYkNnnZCA0ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKH Np2JD8JZfXiWti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdw CufgwRU04A6a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj0 Vpyiplj+APn8we6lY6e</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="2vgb+Il+3U3u2uwP7tMxmEmhFCU= ">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lE0GPRi8cKpi20sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ /Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZe mEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqm STTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8 Px7cxvP3FtRKIecJLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7zy KPvarNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUHCspgr ZJIa0/XcFIOcahRM8mmllxmeUjamQ961V NGYmyCfHzslZ1YZkCjRthSSufp7IqexMZ M4tJ0xxZFZ9mbif143w+g6yIVKM+SKLRZ FmSSYkNnnZCA0ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKH Np2JD8JZfXiWti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdw CufgwRU04A6a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj0 Vpyiplj+APn8we6lY6e</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="2vgb+Il+3U3u2uwP7tMxmEmhFCU= ">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lE0GPRi8cKpi20sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ /Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZe mEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqm STTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8 Px7cxvP3FtRKIecJLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7zy KPvarNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUHCspgr ZJIa0/XcFIOcahRM8mmllxmeUjamQ961V NGYmyCfHzslZ1YZkCjRthSSufp7IqexMZ M4tJ0xxZFZ9mbif143w+g6yIVKM+SKLRZ FmSSYkNnnZCA0ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKH Np2JD8JZfXiWti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdw CufgwRU04A6a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj0 Vpyiplj+APn8we6lY6e</latexit><latexit sha1_bas e64="2vgb+Il+3U3u2uwP7tMxmEmhFCU= ">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BU0lE0GPRi8cKpi20sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ /Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZe mEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqm STTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8 Px7cxvP3FtRKIecJLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7zy KPvarNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUHCspgr ZJIa0/XcFIOcahRM8mmllxmeUjamQ961V NGYmyCfHzslZ1YZkCjRthSSufp7IqexMZ M4tJ0xxZFZ9mbif143w+g6yIVKM+SKLRZ FmSSYkNnnZCA0ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKH Np2JD8JZfXiWti7rn1r37y1rjpoijDCdw CufgwRU04A6a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj0 Vpyiplj+APn8we6lY6e</latexit>
pst(X)
<latexit sha1_b ase64="XlmkF5wOJt+MmXz+kz6LgH 3uJRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/Sh rLZbtqlu0nYnQgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/ +N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgp r6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95k sYx1J6CGSxHxJgqUvJNoTlUgeTsY3 8789hPXRsTRA04S7is6jEQoGEUrPS b9zOC02jnvlytuzZ2DrBIvJxXI0ei Xv3qDmKWKR8gkNabruQn6GdUomOT TUi81PKFsTIe8a2lEFTd+Nj94Ss6s MiBhrG1FSObq74mMKmMmKrCdiuLIL Hsz8T+vm2J47WciSlLkEVssClNJMC az78lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm1H JhuAtv7xKWhc1z61595eV+k0eRxFO 4BSq4MEV1OEOGtAEBgqe4RXeHO28 OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPdxCQKw==< /latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="XlmkF5wOJt+MmXz+kz6LgH 3uJRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/Sh rLZbtqlu0nYnQgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/ +N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgp r6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95k sYx1J6CGSxHxJgqUvJNoTlUgeTsY3 8789hPXRsTRA04S7is6jEQoGEUrPS b9zOC02jnvlytuzZ2DrBIvJxXI0ei Xv3qDmKWKR8gkNabruQn6GdUomOT TUi81PKFsTIe8a2lEFTd+Nj94Ss6s MiBhrG1FSObq74mMKmMmKrCdiuLIL Hsz8T+vm2J47WciSlLkEVssClNJMC az78lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm1H JhuAtv7xKWhc1z61595eV+k0eRxFO 4BSq4MEV1OEOGtAEBgqe4RXeHO28 OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPdxCQKw==< /latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="XlmkF5wOJt+MmXz+kz6LgH 3uJRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/Sh rLZbtqlu0nYnQgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/ +N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgp r6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95k sYx1J6CGSxHxJgqUvJNoTlUgeTsY3 8789hPXRsTRA04S7is6jEQoGEUrPS b9zOC02jnvlytuzZ2DrBIvJxXI0ei Xv3qDmKWKR8gkNabruQn6GdUomOT TUi81PKFsTIe8a2lEFTd+Nj94Ss6s MiBhrG1FSObq74mMKmMmKrCdiuLIL Hsz8T+vm2J47WciSlLkEVssClNJMC az78lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm1H JhuAtv7xKWhc1z61595eV+k0eRxFO 4BSq4MEV1OEOGtAEBgqe4RXeHO28 OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPdxCQKw==< /latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="XlmkF5wOJt+MmXz+kz6LgH 3uJRI=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur 1q/qh69LBahXkoigh6LXjxWsB/Sh rLZbtqlu0nYnQgl9Fd48aCIV3+ON/ +N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgp r6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95k sYx1J6CGSxHxJgqUvJNoTlUgeTsY3 8789hPXRsTRA04S7is6jEQoGEUrPS b9zOC02jnvlytuzZ2DrBIvJxXI0ei Xv3qDmKWKR8gkNabruQn6GdUomOT TUi81PKFsTIe8a2lEFTd+Nj94Ss6s MiBhrG1FSObq74mMKmMmKrCdiuLIL Hsz8T+vm2J47WciSlLkEVssClNJMC az78lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm1H JhuAtv7xKWhc1z61595eV+k0eRxFO 4BSq4MEV1OEOGtAEBgqe4RXeHO28 OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPdxCQKw==< /latexit>
pst(X)
<latexit sha1_base64="WqSjc00 UPgYuBouX7thzTTcZs3k=">AAAB8HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJey KoMegF48RzEOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QlnyFFw+KePVzvPk3Th4HFQULGoqqb rq7olQKi77/4S0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39pk0yw3iDJTIx7YhaLoXmDR QoeTs1nKpI8lY0upr6rXturEj0LY5THio60CIWjKKT7tJebnFSaZ/0SuWg 6s9A/iZlWKDeK713+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphjk1KJjkk2I3szylbEQHvOOopo rbMJ8dPCHHTumTODGuNJKZ+nUip8rasYpcp6I4tD+9qfib18kwvghzodMM uWbzRXEmCSZk+j3pC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6DIq/i+E5mk18KvBzVm5d rmIowCHcAQVCOAcanANdWgAAwUP8ATPnvEevRfvdd665C1mDuAbvLdPe3W QLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WqSjc00 UPgYuBouX7thzTTcZs3k=">AAAB8HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJey KoMegF48RzEOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QlnyFFw+KePVzvPk3Th4HFQULGoqqb rq7olQKi77/4S0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39pk0yw3iDJTIx7YhaLoXmDR QoeTs1nKpI8lY0upr6rXturEj0LY5THio60CIWjKKT7tJebnFSaZ/0SuWg 6s9A/iZlWKDeK713+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphjk1KJjkk2I3szylbEQHvOOopo rbMJ8dPCHHTumTODGuNJKZ+nUip8rasYpcp6I4tD+9qfib18kwvghzodMM uWbzRXEmCSZk+j3pC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6DIq/i+E5mk18KvBzVm5d rmIowCHcAQVCOAcanANdWgAAwUP8ATPnvEevRfvdd665C1mDuAbvLdPe3W QLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WqSjc00 UPgYuBouX7thzTTcZs3k=">AAAB8HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJey KoMegF48RzEOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QlnyFFw+KePVzvPk3Th4HFQULGoqqb rq7olQKi77/4S0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39pk0yw3iDJTIx7YhaLoXmDR QoeTs1nKpI8lY0upr6rXturEj0LY5THio60CIWjKKT7tJebnFSaZ/0SuWg 6s9A/iZlWKDeK713+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphjk1KJjkk2I3szylbEQHvOOopo rbMJ8dPCHHTumTODGuNJKZ+nUip8rasYpcp6I4tD+9qfib18kwvghzodMM uWbzRXEmCSZk+j3pC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6DIq/i+E5mk18KvBzVm5d rmIowCHcAQVCOAcanANdWgAAwUP8ATPnvEevRfvdd665C1mDuAbvLdPe3W QLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WqSjc00 UPgYuBouX7thzTTcZs3k=">AAAB8HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJey KoMegF48RzEOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QlnyFFw+KePVzvPk3Th4HFQULGoqqb rq7olQKi77/4S0tr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39pk0yw3iDJTIx7YhaLoXmDR QoeTs1nKpI8lY0upr6rXturEj0LY5THio60CIWjKKT7tJebnFSaZ/0SuWg 6s9A/iZlWKDeK713+wnLFNfIJLW2E/gphjk1KJjkk2I3szylbEQHvOOopo rbMJ8dPCHHTumTODGuNJKZ+nUip8rasYpcp6I4tD+9qfib18kwvghzodMM uWbzRXEmCSZk+j3pC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6DIq/i+E5mk18KvBzVm5d rmIowCHcAQVCOAcanANdWgAAwUP8ATPnvEevRfvdd665C1mDuAbvLdPe3W QLg==</latexit>
Jst(X)
<latexit sha1_base64="PvXdtiS83A8pP47q8RX4q4BXJ/w=">AAAB+H icdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQxCvAzTIZu3oBfxFMEskAxDT6cnadKz0N0jxGG+xIsHRbz6Kd78GzuLoKIPCh7vVVFVz4s5k8q2P4zc2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7 dfNA8OuzJKBKEdEvFI9D0sKWch7SimOO3HguLA47TnTS/nfu+OCsmi8FbNYuoEeBwynxGstOSaxXTo+fA6c1OpsnL/zDVLtoVQtVKrQdtq1s/rdl0TG zUbqAKRZS9QAiu0XfN9OIpIEtBQEY6lHCA7Vk6KhWKE06wwTCSNMZniMR1oGuKASiddHJ7BU62MoB8JXaGCC/X7RIoDKWeBpzsDrCbytzcX//IGifKb TsrCOFE0JMtFfsKhiuA8BThighLFZ5pgIpi+FZIJFpgonVVBh/D1KfyfdCsW0lndVEuti1UceXAMTkAZINAALXAF2qADCEjAA3gCz8a98Wi8GK/L1pyx mjkCP2C8fQJ3B5L2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvXdtiS83A8pP47q8RX4q4BXJ/w=">AAAB+H icdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQxCvAzTIZu3oBfxFMEskAxDT6cnadKz0N0jxGG+xIsHRbz6Kd78GzuLoKIPCh7vVVFVz4s5k8q2P4zc2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7 dfNA8OuzJKBKEdEvFI9D0sKWch7SimOO3HguLA47TnTS/nfu+OCsmi8FbNYuoEeBwynxGstOSaxXTo+fA6c1OpsnL/zDVLtoVQtVKrQdtq1s/rdl0TG zUbqAKRZS9QAiu0XfN9OIpIEtBQEY6lHCA7Vk6KhWKE06wwTCSNMZniMR1oGuKASiddHJ7BU62MoB8JXaGCC/X7RIoDKWeBpzsDrCbytzcX//IGifKb TsrCOFE0JMtFfsKhiuA8BThighLFZ5pgIpi+FZIJFpgonVVBh/D1KfyfdCsW0lndVEuti1UceXAMTkAZINAALXAF2qADCEjAA3gCz8a98Wi8GK/L1pyx mjkCP2C8fQJ3B5L2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvXdtiS83A8pP47q8RX4q4BXJ/w=">AAAB+H icdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQxCvAzTIZu3oBfxFMEskAxDT6cnadKz0N0jxGG+xIsHRbz6Kd78GzuLoKIPCh7vVVFVz4s5k8q2P4zc2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7 dfNA8OuzJKBKEdEvFI9D0sKWch7SimOO3HguLA47TnTS/nfu+OCsmi8FbNYuoEeBwynxGstOSaxXTo+fA6c1OpsnL/zDVLtoVQtVKrQdtq1s/rdl0TG zUbqAKRZS9QAiu0XfN9OIpIEtBQEY6lHCA7Vk6KhWKE06wwTCSNMZniMR1oGuKASiddHJ7BU62MoB8JXaGCC/X7RIoDKWeBpzsDrCbytzcX//IGifKb TsrCOFE0JMtFfsKhiuA8BThighLFZ5pgIpi+FZIJFpgonVVBh/D1KfyfdCsW0lndVEuti1UceXAMTkAZINAALXAF2qADCEjAA3gCz8a98Wi8GK/L1pyx mjkCP2C8fQJ3B5L2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvXdtiS83A8pP47q8RX4q4BXJ/w=">AAAB+H icdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xLRj16aQxCvAzTIZu3oBfxFMEskAxDT6cnadKz0N0jxGG+xIsHRbz6Kd78GzuLoKIPCh7vVVFVz4s5k8q2P4zc2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7 dfNA8OuzJKBKEdEvFI9D0sKWch7SimOO3HguLA47TnTS/nfu+OCsmi8FbNYuoEeBwynxGstOSaxXTo+fA6c1OpsnL/zDVLtoVQtVKrQdtq1s/rdl0TG zUbqAKRZS9QAiu0XfN9OIpIEtBQEY6lHCA7Vk6KhWKE06wwTCSNMZniMR1oGuKASiddHJ7BU62MoB8JXaGCC/X7RIoDKWeBpzsDrCbytzcX//IGifKb TsrCOFE0JMtFfsKhiuA8BThighLFZ5pgIpi+FZIJFpgonVVBh/D1KfyfdCsW0lndVEuti1UceXAMTkAZINAALXAF2qADCEjAA3gCz8a98Wi8GK/L1pyx mjkCP2C8fQJ3B5L2</latexit>
Figure 4: Non-equilibrium steady state (NESS) associated with 2-agent opinion dynamics under a common noise with
Q12 = Q21 = 0.2, ε1 = 0.1, ε2 = 0.7,∆ = 1. As opposed to when ε1 = ε2, in which the long-time dynamics collapse onto
a one-dimensional synchronization manifold X1 = X2, the dynamics here is fully two-dimensional with highly correlated
agents’ opinions. (a) show correlated dynamics generated from Eq. (16) with the initial condition X0 = (−1, 1), using
stochastic Runge-Kutta algorithm, while (b) visualizes the trajectories (orange) in X1, X2 phase space. Black arrows are
the vector field associated with deterministic dynamics dX/dt = BX of Eq. (17). For the parameters considered here, the
fixed point (red) at (0, 0) is stable, with the linear stability matrix B having all real negative eigenvalues without imaginary
parts, i.e.
√
tr2B − 4detB = 0.52 > 0. However, the interplay between deterministic relaxation and flucutations due to a
common noise leads to a NESS with a non-zero probabilistic current loop (e). The stationary density (histogram) shown in
(c), constructed from sampling 2×103 independent realizations of the steady state, agrees well with the predicted Gaussian
distribution with the covariance C∗ given by (21), which encodes the correlation E[X1sX2t ]. The eigendirection with the
largest eigenvalue of C∗ rotates away from the synchronization manifold X1 = X2 toward the axis of a faster learning
agent (towards X2-axis), reflecting that a faster learner is more susceptible to a common noise. Lastly, the stationary flux
Jst(X) of Eq.(27) encodes two-time correlation function E[XisX
j
t ]. The vector (flux) field (white arrow) exhibits a non-zero
current loop, reflecting a broken detailed balance. The colours encode the strength of the flux. Figures (b)-(e) are shown
on the axes’ scale [−1.5, 1.5]× [−1.5, 1.5].
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8. Discussion and Outlook
Studying SDEs with a common noise presents considerable difficulties. To ensure that the process
still possesses a regular density, we have to calculate a controllability matrix and be aware of subtle
mathematical issues. In mathematics papers, the object of study is the SDE itself and what conditions
ensure regularity of the transition and asymptotic densities. However, in many of these papers no specific
example is given. This paper provides interesting examples within the context of a modelling framework
where such regularity conditions are needed. In many instances, theoretical papers fail to provide a
strong physical interpretation. By recasting our problem as social learning, we are able to link with
theoretical aspects and provide simple yet insightful examples. The connection with the work of [61, 59]
is even stronger; the dynamic social learning models developed here provide specific instances of non-
equilibrium steady states (NESS). Consequently, our work demonstrates a class of simple social learning
models that possesses a NESS. A potential future source of work could be to fractional brownian motion
[69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. Though the interpretation for financial markets seems unclear and would have to
be modelled correctly in the context of opinion dynamics. A natural extension would be to consider
costs and time-varying network topologies of trust matrix A [74, 75, 76]. Indeed, this would open up
connections with mean-field limits of interacting agents [77, 78]. Naturally, the question then becomes
of what type of interaction structure is suitable as the number of agents tend to infinity.
One implication from our analysis is clear. Being a faster learner with higher learning rate ε translates
into more sensitivity to noise. Is this a good property? In financial markets, for example, where agents
are all learning and revising their quotes for a stock, the faster learner bears a cost in adjusting her
opinion too frequently. At times the noise doesn’t convey any real information. At least that is the case
when all agents are hit by a common source of noise. From our analysis of the Kalman controllability
matrix, it is evident that even if some agents use the same learning rates, there could be a collapse of
the asymptotic density to a lower dimensional subspace of Rn. Due to the nature of interaction, as long
as agents are minimally interacting, a few can be stubborn and not learn with ε = 0. This, however,
doesn’t impact the whole system dynamics converging to a stationary measure. When there are more
sources of uncertainty, it is not clear whether being a faster or slower learner is better. Thus far, we have
not considered costs that agents bear when they update and revise. Appendix A gives detail on possible
ways a cost function may be constructed. The rapid electronification of markets where interaction is
highly visible presents new challenges to existing models.
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Appendix A. Game Theoretic Aspects of Degroot Learning
Following Refs. [79, 80], we discuss the connection of the DeGroot model with and without experts
(stubborn agents) to game theoretic concepts in economics and computer science. Nash equilibria is a
key concept in economics but increasingly in computer science as it has implications for equilibrium and
computational complexity. Here we give a heuristic argument of how our update rule (6) may arise with
a given cost function.
Opinions are continuous between [0, 1] and each agent has an initial opinion. If we have a cost function
Ci(X
i) =
n∑
j=1
Aij
(
Xj −Xi)2 − εi (σ¯ −Xi)2
then it is optimized when the first order derivative equals zero with respect to Xi. The neighbours of
agent i or those with positive weight: Aij > 0. The first order conditions from above give us the following
updating rule (best response strategy):
Xit+1 =
n∑
j
AijX
j
t + εi(σ¯ −Xit).
Precisely, this is our original update rule in discrete time. We assume that agents have self-belief
Aii > 0 and learning rates are positive εi ∈ (0, Aii), the same conditions as in [31]. Our Degroot updaters
are myopic; they only care for the one period ahead forecast and cost. If all agents are following this
rule, which is the case in our model, then it is a coordination game and everybody reaches the unique
Nash equilibrium.
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lim
t→∞X
1
t = X
2
t = · · · = Xnt .
The agents don’t have an incentive to deviate from their best response. Speed of convergence and
stubborn agents are discussed at length in [80] [Lemma 1], where consensus is defined to be a convex
combination of initial opinions of stubborn players. Actually our model reduces to the model of stub-
born agents. If we only have one stubborn agent XS , then everybody converges to this opinion; i.e.,
limt→∞Xit = X
S . While convergence time is interesting, our focus is on the connections to game theo-
retic ideas. The fact we have noise complicates the picture and the concept of Nash equilibrium in its
usual static case needs to be reinterpreted in terms of the mean of the stationary distributions.
Averaging opinions in social networks can be seen as optimal in myopic sense. Agents optimize their
own costs. If a social planner was to optimise the total costs then perhaps another strategy and optimal
solution may exist. In this case, the price of anarchy captures how selfish agents may guide the system
to one equilibrium that may not be efficient from society’s point of view. In actuality, for the dynamics
we have taken in the main body of paper, the agents are myopic but in financial markets there is no
central planner. Prices of assets are determined by interaction and complex dynamics. The very essence
of free markets means we take optimality to be the price or consensus value determined by interacting
players.
Appendix B. Existence of Solutions and the Boltzmann Distribution
The Fokker-Planck equation is the derivative of the transition density with respect to time and is
otherwise known as the forward Kolmogorov equation [81]. Since the dynamics are specified by an SDE,
which is a Gaussian process in our case, the transition density is Gaussian and so is the asymptotic
density pst. However, we cannot solve the long-term covariance matrix C
∗ from Lyapunov equation (11)
analytically. One way to examine the long-term density is to investigate the PDE. Factoring out the
grad ∇ operator, the Fokker-Planck equation (9) reads
∂p
∂t
= ∇ · (−BXp+ 1
2
∇ · (Σp)); (B.1)
with the initial condition
p(X, 0) = p0(X), (B.2)
and the finite support condition
lim
|X|→∞
p(X, t) = 0. (B.3)
There is a decaying condition at infinity, there is no boundary as such. It ensures that the solution to the
Fokker-Planck equations remain Gaussian. Let us assume the initial condition is distributed according
to p0(X). A solution to the Fokker-Planck equation provided it exists is a function in C
2,1(Rn,R+),
twice differentiable in x and once in t. The equations above seem to suggest a divergence form. Let us
abbreviate the drift which is BX ∈ Rn as b(X) ∈ Rn. Furthermore, as B is constant its constants can
be embedded in a new drift function b : Rn → Rn and the SDE model is recast as
dXt = b(Xt)dt+ EdWt.
The diffusion matrix
Σ = EET (B.4)
is symmetric and non-negative. In our case it is a diagonal as the learning rates matrix E is strictly
positive. To ensure that a solution to the initial value Fokker-Planck equation exists for all times t > 0
and is unique, we need a condition [34].
Assumption 11 (Uniform Ellipticity). The diffusion matrix is uniformly positive and there exists a
constant θ > 0, such that
Y >Σ(X)Y ≥ θ ‖Y ‖2 , ∀Y ∈ Rn
uniformly for X ∈ Rn.
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This condition is necessary to ensure the existence of a transition probability density. Moreover, the
assumption is equivalent to Σ being non-singular. For the case of the diffusion matrix Σ being constant,
the uniform condition is trivially satisfied. However, earlier we assumed that the learning rates have to
be strictly positive. The ellipticity assumption is conveying something a bit stronger. Learning rates
can’t be arbitrarily small. In a latter section, we will discuss the issue of a transition density still existing
even when Σ is singular and introduce the notion of controllability.
Proposition 12. Uniform ellipticity implies learning rates E > θ, for some constant θ > 0.
So in fact, if E not greater than zero, then some agents are not learning and a solution to Equation 9
may not exist. Further conditions are needed for the solution to be unique and regular with respect to
the Lebesgue measure in Rn. When the learning matrix is an identity matrix, Σ = I, uniform ellipticity
is satisfied for some θ ∈ (0, 1). To see this, observe
Y >ΣY = Y >IY = ‖Y ‖2 > θ ‖Y ‖2 .
Definition 13. The probability flux (current) is the vector
J(X, t) := b(X)p− 1
2
∇ · (Σ(X)p).
This flux is seen in the earlier version as (25), which allows one to write the Fokker-Planck equation
in the conservation law form as
∂p
∂t
+∇ · J = 0. (B.5)
At the stationary state ∂pst∂t = 0, which means either Jst the stationary flux is zero and detailed balance
is preserved or Jst = ∇ × f 6= 0 with a broken detailed-balance; an example of this in a two-player
scenario provided in section 7.
Suppose we have constant diffusion matrix E and hence constant Σ. The running assumption of the
diffusion matrix being uniformly elliptic means the inverse Σ−1 exists. At the steady state, suppose the
detailed balance is preserved then the stationary flux must vanish
b(X)pst −∇ · (Σpst) = 0.
Then as Σ is constant, the above equation becomes, after distributing the grad operator over Σpst and
noting that ∇ · Σ = 0,
b(X)pst −∇ · (Σpst) = 0
b(X)pst − (Σ∇pst + (∇ · Σ)pst) = 0
b(X)pst − Σ∇pst = 0.
Informally, the last equation reveals ∇pstpst = bΣ
−1. For the flux to vanish V = bΣ−1 is the gradient of a
function as the left hand side is; since the curl of a gradient vanishes. And since the right hand side is a
gradient, its curl is also zero, implying that
∂V i
∂Xj
=
∂V j
∂Xi
.
Integrating both sides and recalling that pst is a density, so always greater than zero,∫ ∇pst
pst
=
∫
bΣ−1
log pst =
∫
bΣ−1,
which gives the Boltzmann-like distribution for the steady state distribution
pst =
1
Z
e−V , (B.6)
where V =
∫
bΣ−1 = 1Σ
∫
b is treated as a potential function (Hamiltonian) and there is a normalization
constant that resembles a partition function Z =
∫
Rn e
−V . The argument is heuristic and we assume all
the necessary nice conditions hold for the integration to make sense.
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Appendix C. Convergence to the Stationary Distribution: Optimal Transport Approach
A solution to (13) can be thought of a mapping a path of µt in the space of probability measures
P2(Rn) converging to the large-time limit or asymptotic distribution. Here P2(Rn) plays the role of a
space containing probability measures of the diffusion processes with finite second moments. The metric
on this space is the Wasserstein distance between measures. We take [30]’s cue. Recall the definition of
Wasserstein distance between two measures ρ1, ρ2
Definition 14.
W2(ρ1, ρ2) = inf
pi∈Π(ρ1,ρ2)
(
∫
Rn
∫
Rn
|x− y|2dpi(dx, dy))1/2
with joint distribution pi having marginals X ∼ ρ1 and Y ∼ ρ2, and Π the space of all such joint measures.
Wasserstein distances metrize weak convergence (distribution convergence) and so it is natural to
study the flow to equilibrium in the space of P2(Rn) instead of the process Xt. If we write (13) in the
SDE form, it reads
dXt = −∇V dt+
√
2dWt. (C.1)
Equation (C.1) is an example of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with gradient structure. Suppose that
there are two initial random starting points X0 and Y0 with probability laws µ0, ν0. Furthermore, let Xt
and Yt be solutions to C.1 with the same Brownian driver. With
Xt = X0e
Bt +
∫ t
0
eB(t−s)EdWs,
Xt − Yt becomes simply Xt − Yt = X0eBt − Y0eBt because the diffusions cancel out. Similar to a
coupling argument in discrete time Markov chains, our analysis couples the processes Xt and Yt. This
type of coupling argument is standard for both discrete and continuous time Markov processes. Notice
that time derivative for the squared distance simplifies
d
dt
|Xt − Yt|2 = 2(Xt − Yt) · (BXt −BYt) = −2(Xt − Yt) · (∇V (Xt)−∇V (Yt)).
Assume that Lyapunov function is strongly convex. Denote B˜ = −B and the Lyapunov function as
V = −1
2
x>Bx =
1
2
x>B˜x.
Strong convexity is needed here and key in gradient flow type of arguments. Here ∇V = B˜x and
∇2V = B˜ is positive definite
B˜  C 1
for positive real constant C and identity matrix I. Consequently (B˜ − C I)  0 from which it follows
z>B˜z ≥ z>C 1z, ∀z ∈ Rn =⇒
z>B˜z ≥ C|z|2.
Strong convexity is sometimes referred to as uniform ellipticity. The two conditions are the same.
Substitute (x− y) for z and simplify
(x− y)>B˜(x− y) ≥ C|x− y|2
(x− y)>(B˜x− B˜y) ≥ C|x− y|2
(x− y) · (∇V (x)−∇V (y)) ≥ C|x− y|2. (C.2)
Multiplying condition C.2 by −2 we finally get that the time derivative of the coupled squared distance
process is
d
dt
|Xt − Yt|2 = −2(Xt − Yt) · (∇V (Xt)−∇V (Yt)) ≤ −2C|x− y|2 ∀x, y ∈ Rn. (C.3)
This is a simple ODE with starting point (X0 − Y0)2 so integrating with respect to time and taking
expectations yields
|Xt − Yt|2 ≤ e−Ct|X0 − Y0|2
E|Xt − Yt|2 ≤ e−CtE|X0 − Y0|2.
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By definition the Wasserstein distance is the infimum of E|Xt − Yt|2 over joint measures satisfying the
marginal laws Xt ∼ µt and Yt ∼ νt. Naturally this implies
W 22 (νt, µt) ≤ E|Xt − Yt|2
and more importantly
W2(νt, µt) ≤ e−CtW2(µ0, ν0). (C.4)
Contraction C.4 is vital to prove that in large time the density converges. So far we have shown that we
have a contraction mapping in the space of probability measures with metric W . Villani [82][Theorem
6.18] shows that the Wasserstein space over a Polish space itself is a Polish space: complete separable
metric space. Thus Cauchy sequences converge to a limit in the space of measures.
The interaction matrix being symmetric and V being strongly convex are in some sense restrictive
assumptions when modelling coordination games or social dynamics; nevertheless they form the starting
point for sophisticated analysis. For the Smoluchowski model C.1, we know the stationary distribution
ν. Thus the Wasserstein contraction, if we choose ν0 as the stationary distribution, is
W2(µt, e
−V ) ≤ e−CtW2(µ0, e−V ) ∀t ≥ 0.
Thus e−V is the only stationary distribution. So far the discussion was on drifts that can be expressed
in gradient form. For the less restrictive case a more careful examination is needed.
Appendix C.1. Non-symmetric interaction
When the drift matrix B is allowed to be non symmetric then the techniques to show convergence to
a Gaussian distribution are more involved. However, since matrix B and E are constant it can be shown
that the resulting asymptotic density is unique.
Proposition 15. [50] Assume B is asymptotically stable and E is uniformly elliptic. The limiting
function pt of 25 satisfies
−
n∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
[(BX)ii p(X, t)] +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
∂2
∂xi ∂xj
[Σij p(X, t)] = 0
and is the unique density satisfying the condition that divergence of the flux is zero.
To ascertain how fast the transition density in the Fokker-Planck equation reaches the invariant
measure, we still need to use sophisticated functional analytical methods from [30].
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